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Abstract 
 The cloud is an open environment where users can use the 
resources and services that are available to them. A cloud server or 
cloud service provider provides resources and services to the end 
user. User expectations must be met when offering these services. 
Since resources need to be allocated to users in a timely manner, 
that is where the issue resides. This research examines three main 
resource allocation algorithms in detail, including ant colony 
optimization, deadline guaranteed scheduling, and scheduling 
based on genetic algorithms. In this paper, a proposed cloud 
computing resource allocation model that can be implemented to 
manage resources in a cloud computing environment based on the 
Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) algorithm was 
discussed. 
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Resource Allocation, Scheduling, 
Virtual Machine.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION   

 In the past decade, the computational world has rapidly 
developed, due to continuous expansion in demand for 
advanced computational devices. This development resulted 
in the rise of new computational models such as, cloud 
computing. Cloud computing is based on Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) that adopts the concept of both 
virtualization and distributed computing [1]. In cloud 
computing SOA, a pool of computing resources is accessed 
and shared over the internet and can be modified according 
to users’ demand [2].  

As a result of cloud computing’s growing popularity, 
cloud computing service providers such as Google, IBM and 
Amazon have started to establish an increasing number of 
distributed data centers for fulfilling the ever-growing 
customer resource demands. From cloud computing 
perspective, resource management is the process of 
allocating computing resources (e.g., CPU, Storage and 
Networking) with an aim of meeting performance objectives 
for applications, service providers and users [3]. Also, 
resource management in cloud computing is considered a 
difficult task, due to the diversity of resource types and the 
inconsistency and unpredictability of the load  [4].In addition, 
utilization and consumption of available resources is the 
focus of the cloud. Cloud users can request access to the 
cloud server for the available resources to run some 
application. These resources are not only shared by a single 

user at a specific time but can be shared by many clients in 
the meantime. Hence, a cloud computing system must 
consider wider range of optimization scheduling algorithms 
to solve this task at hand [20][21]. The aim of this paper is to 
provide a survey of recent research in resource scheduling 
algorithms and policies in the cloud. Figure 1 shows the 
resource allocation in the cloud environment. The user 
submits the request for resource allocation to the cloud server. 
Based on the availability the resource is allocated to the user. 

 

 
 Figure 1:Resource allocation in cloud. 

II. LITRATURE REVIEW  

There has been extensive research on resource scheduling 
algorithms in cloud computing with IoT [22], edge and fog 
computing [23], with researchers addressing the functions 
and parameters of several algorithms. This section discusses 
related work on three main resource scheduling algorithms as 
shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2:Resource Scheduling Algorithms 
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A. Ant-colony Optimization 

Ant colony optimization (ACO) was used by the authors 
in [5] to optimize the scheduling of cloud resources based on 
actual QoS (quality of service) parameters in the environment. 
Prioritizing tasks is the first step in an algorithmic process 
that identifies the most important tasks for each user. Classes 
represent the various QoS requirements imposed by different 
user tasks. Second, use ant colony optimization to allocate 
and schedule the resources according to Quality of Service 
(QoS). To complete the process, once the QoS criteria have 
been met and the shortest path has been taken, the task can 
be bound to the resource and run. In their experiment, they 
used several parameters, including executing time and 
network bandwidth. As a result, the colony optimization 
method takes less time than using a standard approach. 

 
Authors in [6] presented a technique based on the ant 

colony optimization algorithm to improve the allocation of 
virtual machines to their physical counterparts in a more 
efficient manner. In fact, combining the ant colony 
optimization algorithm with the local search method can 
significantly improve its performance. The local search 
algorithm is used to solve computationally difficult problems. 
Modifications to the solution space at a local level are 
investigated until an optimal solution is found or the timer 
runs out. The proposed algorithm works as follows: the 
existing solution's bins are destroyed, and their contents are 
transferred to other bins. There are fewer bins required if the 
existing solution is found to be more optimum. During the 
experiment’s implementation, the number of virtual 
machines and the host’s utilization rate were used as factors. 

 
Authors in [7] developed an enhanced differential 

evolution ant colony algorithm that combines the ant colony 
method that preserves its advantages with the differential 
evolution algorithm. Moreover, changing the size of the 
mutation operator F in the differential evolution algorithm 
prevents the algorithm from falling into a local search state 
and premature convergence. Local search optimality and 
better global evolution of the differential evolution method 
are also properties of the new approach. During their 
experiment, different task numbers were used to test the 
proposed algorithm. Unbalanced load and extended 
processing times in cloud computing resource scheduling can 
be effectively addressed by combining these two algorithms. 

 
Authors in [8] provide an enhanced ant colony 

optimization algorithm for cloud computing task scheduling 
optimization. The ant colony algorithm's pheromone update 
formula now includes reward and punishment coefficients. 
As soon as an ant discovers the shortest path, it promptly 
"reward" the path it is presently on according to the reward 
and punishment coefficient. The pheromone gains the 
corresponding value in this way. Current paths that are longer 
than the previous ones are "punished" according to a 

coefficient of reward and punishment. During their 
experiment, they set the following algorithm parameters: 
number of tasks, length of tasks, number of virtual machines, 
and execution speed. As a result, the proposed algorithm has 
the fastest convergence speed. It also has the fastest 
completion time, the most balanced load, and the most 
efficient use of virtual machine resources. 

Load balancing based on the ant colony algorithm for 
cloud resource optimization scheduling was proposed by the 
authors in [9]. Server load factor, a new concept in the 
traditional ant colony algorithm, is added to allow for 
dynamic changes in the cluster's server load to achieve an 
optimally balanced schedule. Their technique considers the 
utilization of CPU, memory, and network bandwidth as three 
key metrics. Moreover, the enhanced ant colony algorithm is 
capable of global searching for the optimal solution based on 
the load factor. In terms of job completion time, CPU 
utilization, and load balancing degree, their suggested 
technique outperforms other algorithms. 

B. Deadline guaranted scheduling  

Authors in [10] presented a proposed scheduling 
algorithm to improve resource utilization and deadline 
guarantee. They enhanced the conservative backfilling 
algorithms by using largest weight first (LWF) algorithm and 
the earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm. The suggested 
algorithms initially score any jobs that reached the 
Datacenter (DC). Also, all jobs will be stored ascending to 
deal with high-priority jobs first. The suggested algorithm 
has chosen the largest backfill jobs based on the guaranteed 
deadline. This experiment result shows that the performance 
has enhanced significantly in both deadline guarantee and 
resource utilization. 

 
Authors in [11] presented a new form of SLAs, helps each 

user (tenant) reserve a percentage to provide within the 
required deadline. The current system considers an unlimited 
number of tenants and serving provides a capability in the 
two different side serving and storage; however, it delivers 
the same storage service. That means the request reaches the 
front-end server of the cloud as the first stage after that is the 
base of load balancing policy the request redirected to the 
server. All hosts consider as replicas of the requested data 
partition. A request's service latency is the response time that 
takes the longest across all destination servers. To improve 
that, they were proposed a new SLA for cloud storage service. 
It is for any tenant specified percent of the number of requests 
and deadline that will be agreed in their SLA with the cloud 
provider.  

 
To explain it more, they take all similar SLAs for all 

requesters from the tenant and then divide them into multiple 
SLAs for different demands from tenants. If a tenant makes 
various requests with different SLAs, the tenant divides 
SLAs into several sub-tenants. They assume that data request 
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answers are independent, meaning that the servers handle 
data requests separately. The proposed parallel deadline 
guaranteed scheme for cloud storage systems uses a variety 
of approaches to ensure SLAs when addressing many 
objectives such as low traffic load, high resource utilization, 
and quick scheme execution. As the result of the proposed 
SLA enhanced resource utilization, and prioritized data 
reallocation algorithm. 

 
The author in [12]suggested an algorithm named just in 

time (JIT-C), which makes suitable scheduling decisions just 
before workflow tasks are available for execution. The 
presented algorithm utilizes a monitor control loop to make 
timely scheduling/provisioning decisions in the case of 
performance variance. The status of ongoing tasks is 
continually monitored within each loop, and resource 
provisioning/scheduling decisions are made based on the 
most up-to-date information. The proposed algorithm 
comparison with baseline methods is conducted to satisfy 
workflow deadline constraints at lower costs. the proposed 
scheduling algorithm addresses three primary concerns with 
cloud platforms: VM performance variability, resource 
acquisition delays, and the diverse nature of cloud resources. 

 
The authors in [13] suggested an algorithm focus on the 

best way to utilize resources effectively within their 
deadlines. This proposed algorithm prioritizes all jobs based 
on deadlines and time executions. First, the jobs that the users 
have submitted will be stored in the global queue. Then the 
classified will separate all jobs in the global queue into three 
dynamic priority queues: high, medium, and low. The high 
priority may face issues with the missed deadline because the 
high priority jobs must be executed first to reach their 
deadline.  

 
Moreover, all high-priority jobs should assign to high-

priority VMs to be capable of completing their deadlines, all 
that will impact the performance positivity and reduce the 
chances of losing deadline. All VMs need to arrange in 
ascending order based on their weight in this stage. However, 
the classified VMs will be the same way used to classify the 
jobs. The VMs priority is as follows: low, medium, and high 
priority level queue of VMs. This experiment has been run 
on top of cloud to ensure the quality of the suggested 
scheduling algorithm. The proposed scheduling algorithm 
has been compared with the First Come First Serve (FCFS) 
algorithms and Earliest Deadline (EDF). As a result, of their 
experiment, the proposed algorithm meets both the needs of 
cloud customers and cloud service providers. 

C. Scheduling based on Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a powerful heuristic scheme 
optimization algorithm inspired by Darwin’s theory of 
natural evolution. The term “Survival of the fittest” in his 
theory corresponds to method used for scheduling tasks. 

Tasks are assigned to resources based on the value of fitness 
function for each parameter of the task scheduling procedure 
[14].Genetic algorithms are commonly used to solve both 
search and optimization problems. There are several genetic 
operations in GA which are crossover, mutation, selection, 
and elitist selection. These activities contain a set of solutions 
that can be evolved by reproduction, mutation, and other 
functions. Hence, most fit possibilities will be chosen, and 
worst possibilities will be disregarded after several stages of 
evolution. The genetic scheduler in [15]  gave better solutions 
to Hadoop framework, which is an implementation of map-
reduce [16]. This resulted in an overall enhancement of the 
global execution time.    

 
Authors in [15]introduced genetic based task scheduling 

algorithm for cloud computing. The main idea of their 
proposed method is that after each selection in the population, 
there exists a solution that might fulfill good fitness function, 
but it is not chosen to crossover process. The method they 
proposed includes this solution and doesn’t remove it from 
the population. The solution is added up to the population 
when the next iteration starts. This is considered a good step 
as some iterations can produce the best solution. Also, the 
suggested strategy aims to minimize cost and completion 
time and maximize utilization of resources. Their 
experimental results proved that the utilization rate of 
Tournament Selection Genetic Algorithm (TS-GA) is higher 
rather than the default GA and the round robin (RR) 
algorithm. 

 
The authors in [17]proposed a scheduling approach on 

load balancing of Virtual Machine (VM) resources based on 
GA. Their method depends on the historical data and current 
state to calculate in advance the influence it will have on the 
overall system. This will occur when the current VM service 
resources that require deployment are arranged to every 
physical node, and then it selects the solution which will have 
the minimum effect on the system after arrangement. In this 
manner, the strategy achieves the best load-balancing, and 
diminishes or prevents dynamic migration. Based on the 
results, this method can improve load balancing and resource 
utilization.  

The authors in [4]presented a collaborative optimization 
scheduling approach of cloud resources based on improved 
GA (OSIG). They considered a wider range of cloud service 
resource types and collaborative optimization scheduling 
problems to solve the available tasks. The experimental 
results verified the effectiveness and reliability of the OSIG 
algorithm with regards to computing resource scheduling. 
Also, it was shown that the convergence rate of the OSIG 
algorithm is faster because of the enhancement of mutation 
and crossover operations. 
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OSIG algorithm can effectively reduce the task execution 

time, thereby enhancing the overall system’s quality of 
service (QoS) and improving the user experience. Due to 
their universal optimization nature, the evolutionary 
computing algorithms are famous for solution to many 
problems in engineering, communications, behavioral 
studies, healthcare and many more 
[24][25][26][27][28][29][30]. Moreover, they are proven 
best for resource allocation in the continuous spaces 
optimally. Table 1 shows an overview of a comparison 
between on resource scheduling algorithms in cloud 
computing in term of proposed approach, algorithms’ factors, 
and function of each algorithm.   

 
 

III. CLOUD COMPUTING RESOURCE ALOCATION 

MODEL 

Cloud computing technology is a game-changer, the 
main action from the user’s side to submit their jobs for 
execution. Moreover, the cloud service provider handles 
scheduled jobs and manages resources professionally[18]. 
Resource management is well known problem in many other 
areas as well like [31-45].  

The proposed model as shown in Figure 3 is to manage 
incoming jobs that come into cloud. Moreover, the proposed 
model uses the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) to 
rank the jobs based on run time and length. If jobs have been 
ranked individually, they will join the jobs queue. We can 
consider the first stage of this proposed completed. As the 
second stage, (BATS) and BAR optimized allocation 
methodology is implemented on cloud data center resources 
such as CPU, Memory, and bandwidth.  

Table 1: Comparison between resource scheduling algorithms. 

 
After that, the proposed model uses preemption 
methodology to see the load of the virtual machine (VM). 

Also, the proposed model uses the VMs table to check the 
status of VM. If the VM in running or executing status, the 

Algorithm Ref. Proposed approach Factors Function 

Ant colony 
optimization 
 

[5] ACO virtual machine oriented Executing time and network 
bandwidth. 
 

Prioritizing tasks for each user to allocate the resources according 
to QoS. Once the QoS criteria have been met, and the shortest 
path has been taken, the task can be bound to the resource and 
run. 

[6] Local Search based Ant Colony 
Optimization 

Number of virtual machines and 
host’s utilization rate. 
 

Modifications to the solution space at a local level are 
investigated until an optimal solution is found. 

[7] Differential evolution ant 
colony algorithm 
 

Task numbers 
 

Combines ant colony method that preserves its advantages with 
the differential evolution algorithm. 
 

[8] Ant colony optimization 
algorithm for cloud computing 
task scheduling optimization 
 

Number of tasks, length of tasks, 
number of virtual machines, and 
execution speed. 

Reward the shortest path, and punishment longer path 
coefficients. 

[9] Load balancing based on Ant 
colony algorithm 
 

Server load factor, utilization of 
CPU, memory, and network 
bandwidth. 

Global searching for the optimal solution based on the load 
factor. 

 

Deadline 
guaranteed 
scheduling 
 

[10] Proposed scheduling algorithm 
to improve resource utilization 
and deadline guarantee. 

Order of jobs Chosen the largest backfill jobs based on the guaranteed 
deadline. 

[11] 

 

Presented a new form of SLAs, 
helps each user (tenant) reserve 
a percentage to provide within 
the required deadline. 

Load balancer Uses a variety of approaches to ensure SLAs  addressing many 

objectives. 

[12] Suggested an algorithm named 
just in time JIT-C 

Monitor control loop to make 
timely scheduling/provisioning 
decisions. 

The proposed algorithm comparison with baseline methods is 
conducted to satisfy workflow deadline constraints at lower 
costs. 

[13] Proposed algorithm prioritizes 
all jobs based on deadlines and 
time executions. 

Deadline high priority. The proposed scheduling algorithm has been compared with the 
First Come First Serve (FCFS) algorithms and Earliest Deadline 
(EDF). 

Scheduling based 
on Genetic 
algorithm 

[15] Scheduling using genetic 
algorithms. 

Minimize global execution time. Improve Hadoop framework functionality using a scheduler 
based on GA. 

[15] Scheduling on load-balancing 
of VM resources using genetic 
algorithms. 

Reduce or prevent dynamic 
migration. 

Improve resource utilization and load-balancing using proposed 
method. 

[17] Scheduling using Tournament 
Selection Genetic Algorithm 
(TS-GA) 

Minimize cost and completion 
time. 

Improve genetic algorithm for task scheduling to maximize 
resource utilization. 

[4] Scheduling based on improved 
Genetic Algorithm (OSIG) 

Mutation and crossover 
operations. 

Improve overall system QoS and user experience using (OSIG) 
algorithm.  
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idle VM only can be utilized. In this case, the proposed 
model helps cloud providers manage resources effectively. 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Proposed model flowchart. 

The proposed model uses Montage scientific workflows as 
input.  Figure 4 shows a visualization of Montage scientific 
workflows. Cloud computing technology is a game-changer, 
the main action from the user’s side to submit their jobs for 
execution. Moreover, the cloud service provider handles 
scheduled jobs and manages resources professionally. 
According to our information, the user’s interaction ended 
once they submitted their jobs. Then the service provider 
addressed scheduling tasks and resource management [18]. 
Montage created by the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science 
Archive. It is a toolkit (open source) that utilizes input images 
in the Flexible Image Transport system (FIST) format to 
produce custom mosaics of the sky. Also, it is used to 
generate the geometry of the output image. Montage 
workflow. The circles represent the various computational 
workflow tasks. The arrows represent the data dependencies 
between the tasks. Different colors represent different job 
types [19]. 

 

 
Figure 4: Visualization of Montage scientific workflows[18]. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The distribution of cloud computing resources plays an 

important role, as cloud computing relies heavily on the 
availability of resources. This paper discusses and compares 
several resource scheduling algorithms in a cloud computing 
environment in terms of function and effect factors. Ant 
colony optimization, deadline guaranteed scheduling, and 
scheduling based on genetic algorithms were investigated 
and compared. More importantly, bandwidth is the most 
important influence factor in the resource scheduling 
algorithms that were compared in this paper, and it is critical 
in the cloud environment since it allows data to be sent 
quickly and efficiently. This research proposed a cloud 
computing resource allocation model that can be 
implemented to manage resources in a cloud computing 
environment based on the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(FAHP) algorithm. This model could enhance the process of 
allocating different resources in a cloud environment. In the 
future, a comprehensive implementation of the suggested 
resource allocation graph model can be developed and 
evaluated. 
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